**Red Ribbon**

**Bold eyes, soft lips, glamorous look**

- **White Sand**: Under Brow
- **Sugarplum**: In the Crease to the Lash line
- **Fig**: In the Wedge at the Outer Corner
- **Charcoal Eye Pencil**: Dark Red Lip Pencil

**Cheek Color**: Silky Plum

**Lipstick Color**: Red Ribbon

**Blushing**

**Bold eyes, bold lips, glamorous look**

- **White Sand**: From Lash line to Brow
- **Hazelnut**: In the Crease
- **Truffle**: In the Wedge at the Outer Corner
- **Sable Eye Pencil**: Dusty Pink Pencil

**Cheek Color**: Winter Rose

**Lipstick Color**: Blushing Lip Polish
Cider
Warm, soft, natural look

Spun Silk
Lucky Penny
Truffle

Burnished Bronze
Cheek Color
Cider Lip Polish
Lipstick Color

From Lash line to Brow
In the Crease
In the Wedge at the Outer Corner
Sable Eye Pencil
Neutral Lip Pencil

Tickled Pink
Cool, soft, rosy feminine look

Whisper Pink
Taupe
Virtual Violet

Orchid
Cheek Color
Tickled Pink Lip Polish
Lipstick Color

From Lash line to Brow
In the Crease
In the Wedge at the Outer Corner
Slate Eye Pencil
Berry Lip Pencil
**Sweet Maple**
*Warm, powerful, and dramatic glamour*

- **Goldenrod**
  - From Lash line to Brow

- **Cinnabar**
  - In the Crease

- **Onyx**
  - In the Wedge at the Outer Corner

**Teaberry**
- Sweet Maple Lip Polish

**Lipstick Color**
- Charcoal Eye Pencil
- Dark Chocolate Lip Pencil

---

**Velocity Shadow Box**
*Cool, glamorous, “big screen” Hollywood look*

- **Whisper Pink**
  - From Lash line to Brow

- **Fig Duet (light)**
  - In the Crease

- **Twilight**
  - In the Wedge at the Outer Corner

**Pink Meringue**
- Cheek Color

**Cherries Jubilee**
- Berry Lip Pencil

**Lipstick Color**
- Charcoal Eye Pencil